After providing a control-theoretic motivation, this paper gives a necewary and sufficient condition for robust stability of a faniily 9f polynomials P described aa follows: Each polynoiiiial P ( s ) in P is of the form P ( s ) = V(e)V(s) + X ( s ) Y ( s ) where U ( s ) , V ( s ) , X ( s ) and Y ( s ) are interval polynorntals. A special case of this result is Kharitonov's Theorem which is obtained when U ( s ) and Y ( s ) are taken as unity and V ( s ) is sel to zero.
Introduction and Problem Formulation
The seminal theorem of Kharitonov [I] has spurred a large number of papers dealing with special cases and variations of the following robustness problem.
Given: A region ' D in the complex plane and a family of polynomials P. Each polynomial in this family is described by its vector of coefficients p E R"+' which is known only within given bounds P C RI'+'.
Problem: Provide some "computationally tractable" scheme to determine if every polynomial in P has all its zeros in interior t o 'D.
In such a case, the faniily P is said to be 2)-stable and for the special case wlicn 2) is the left half plane, P is said to be robustly stable.
fiom a control systems point of view, there is a strong m o t h tion t o consider this 2)-stability problem. Namely, this formulation provides a sound conceptual framework for the study of robust pole assignment stability and a number of related issues. Namely, P might be the faiitily of characteristic polynomials which arises in a control system a b a consequence of structured real parameter variations.
At this time in the development of D-stability theory, one ma jor focal point for much current research (and this paper too) is the coegicient set P. In practice, this set caa be quite "ugly" because the phybicd parameters of a system might enter into the coefficient vector p in a rather complicated manner. More specifically, if p depeiids 011 a vector of underlying physical pammeters q, say p = p(q), then simple variations in q can lead to complicated variations in p(q).
Hence, the set P is typically difficult t o describe explicitly and therefore, the starting point in most papers is an implicit description of this set. A common way to provide this implicit description is via the mapping q -+ p ( q ) in conjunction with an apriori bounding set Q for q. Sitice the components q, of q vary independently in many problems of practical interest, Q is usually taken to be a multidimensional rectangle .
Iilti~ii tonov's elegant result for interval polynomials corresponds to the c a e when P is rectangular and 2) is the left half plane. This rectangularity assumption on P forces perturbations in each componeiit p , ( q ) of p(q) to be "independent." The desire to relax this strong assumption has motivated a number of authors to examine the so-called polytope stubtlzty problem. In this framework, Q is agdin a rectangle but now, the mapping q + p(q) is affine linear.
That is, "linearly dependelit" coefficient perturbations are allowed.
In this case, it can readily be shown that the coefficient set P is a polytope-hence the name polytope stability prob1em.l 'This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under (:rant ECS-8612948. In this paper, our main objective is to generalize Kharitonov's Theorem t o handle the class of multilinearities associated with interval uncertainties appearing in both plant and compensator. In contrast t o existing literature, however, this class of multilinearities derived from physical considerations stemming from analysis of a closed loop "interval" feedback system. To provide a simple example illustrating how our class of niultiliiiearities arise, consider a unity feedback around a cascade connection of SISO transfer func- In view of the motivation above, this paper considers robust stability of polynomials of the form (1) and U(s.), V ( s ) , X ( s ) and Y ( s ) are ititerval polynomials. That is, -.--__ 'In fact, if the extreme points of the multi-dimensional rectangle Q are denoted by go, then it is e.sy to show that P is the convex hull of the finite set of p(q').
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are polynoinials with coefficient vectors
belonging to boutcding rectangles U c RnU+', V C RnV+l, X c RnS+' and Y C R''y+l, respectively. This paper provides a necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability of P . IJnder a nontriviality assumption that the interval family contains at least one strictly stable polynomial, the main result indicates that all polynomials in P have their zeros in the strict left haJf plane if and only if two conditions are satisfied at each frequency w E R: The first condition is a simple special case of the one which appears frequently in the polytope stability literature-a zero inclubion requirelnelnt for rectangles in the complex plane. That is, Once again, this condition is nearly trivial to check because a specific recipe is given for construction of these intervals. In this paper, we also indicate how our result specializes t o Kharitonov's Theorem.
Thib is accomplished by taking V ( s ) E 0, U ( s ) E 1 and Y ( s ) t 1.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide some notation and an assumption. Section 3 includes a number of lemmas which lead to the main result in Section 4. Section 5 discusses a s p e cial case-the Kharitonov problem. Section 6 provides a numerical example to illustrate the application of the mail result. In Section 7, we provide concluding remarks dealing with the more general c u e when U ( s ) , V ( s ) , X ( s ) and Y ( s ) belong to polytopes of polynomials. Finally, Appendix A contains the proof of the main result; Appendices U and C, which appear in a fuller version of this paper (see bibliography) contain formulae t o facilitate numerical computations involving Condition (10) and (11). Appendix D includes detailed information which i s used to compute the intervals 1 i ( w , O ) .
Notation and Assumption
In this section, we develop some notational preliminaries which will be useful for describing the geometry underlying the results.
'10 this case, the convex hull of ' P ia equal to the convex bull of the a(q').
We also give an assumption which remains in force throughout this paper. 
2.1
with i = 1,4 and L = 2,3, and the imaginary part Z m W(jw) is such that for each w 2 0, I m ~r ( j w )
and for each w < 0, To avoid trivialities, we impose the following assumption which can be checked a priori using the Routh-Hurwitz criteria.
2.2
Assumption: There exists at lcast one strictly stable polynomial p.(~) E P.
A Sequence of Prelimirlary L e m m a s
In this section, we provide a sequence of lemmas which b?ad to the main result-necessary and sufficient conditions for robust stability (u,,uv,)n(x,,u~,) for soitie 'WO E R. It follows that there exist some UO(S) E U , 
It is clear that P(A,s) E P, P ( 0 , s ) = P*(s) and P(1,s) = P l ( s ) . (:0, w ) , Z2(0, w ) , . ., Zs(O, w ) associated with % x ( w ) and another eight intervals Ig (6', w), Im(0, w ) , + a ., Ile(0, U ! ) associated with Ryy(w). these sixteen intervals will play an important r d e in the main result. We describe the construction of Il(0,to) below and simply list the nearly identical formulae for &(e, w ) through IM(B, w ) in Appendix D. In the same way, we can characterize O y v ( w ) using rg(e,w)
The n'ecessary and sufficient conditions for robust stabi1it.y in the through &3(0, w).
next section involve the sixteen intervals described above.
Main Result
In thils section, we provide the main result. (18) is easy to check because we have specific formulae for the endpoints of the intervals &(e, w) .
Another important point to note is that Conditions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 will always be satisfied at sufficiently high frequency. For computational purposes, one can simply a e an a priori bounding interval R for w (as in Barniish [3] ) and check Conditions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 only for w E 0. In practice, however, we have found that it is usually obvious when the w-sweep can be terminated. That is, aa w -+ 00, the distance of zero to (U, uV,)~(X,U&,) increases without bound and the covering intervals Z,(8, w) overlap on increacingly large sets.
The Interval Polynomial Case
Now, we consider Kharitonov's problem as a specid case of the formulation given here. Indeed, by taking 
Having reduced the stability criterion t o thie point, one can use the umple argument given to conclude that stability of the Kharitonov polynomials guarantees satisfaction of (19). 
Numerical Example

P(8) = U(s)V(s) + X(s)Y(s).
Before applying the result of this paper, we develop two henchmarks. To begin the analysis, we first note that the satisfaction of Aisumption 2.2 is immediate because when u g = 211 = 'U0 = U1 = 5 0 = 5 , = = = 0, P(a) is strictly stable. Then, to find the desired q,,,, we implemented a line search algorithm with respect to 3 on an Apollo computer. We found ha, 5 0.18.
For the reader interested in validating our computations, we provide some data for the cme when the system is "barely" unstable: 
